
Shipping Items to French Polynesia (V6) 12-2019 
https://www.jacarandajourney.com/other-good-stuff   

 
Purchasing items outside of French Polynesia(FP) and having them shipped in by air or 
sea can be confusing.  FP has some specific laws in place for vessels that are NOT 
papeetized (imported) and will reduce or eliminate any taxes with the correct paperwork. 
My hope is this document will present some options for shipping to FP. 
 

Version Update 
 

V6 12-19 Airborne’s example of shipping from US to Papeete 
V5 12-19 SV Spirit of Argo using US Postal Service to ship to FP.  
V4 11-19 SV Airborne’s insurance & packing pallet before loading.  
                SV Amelie information on Polynesia Yacht Services  
V3 10-19 SV Airborne SDS Information.  
V2 9-19  SV Rumpus comments 
V1 9-19  Created document 
 
Questions to ask before beginning 

 Is your vessel imported?  (No duty free available) 
 Can the purchased item be sent by air? 
 Or does your purchase need to come by ship?  
 Will you import the items yourself? 
 Or will you need to use a customs broker to get the items thru customs? 

 
This document is broken down into following parts.  

 Definition of terminology 
 Duty/tax requirements 
 Shipping by air freight using an agent(custom broker) 
 Shipping by air freight without using an agent(customs broker) 
 Shipping by sea freight 
 Material Safety Data Sheets  
 Insurance for sea freight 
 List of agents (freight forwarders) in the US 
 List of agents (custom brokers) in French Polynesia 

 
Definitions 

Freight Forwarder( FF) Companies that are used to gather items for shipments outside 
of FP and ship them to FP 
 
Customs Broker(CB) receiving agents on the ground in FP that process your items thru 
FP customs and make them available to you or your agent 

 
French Polynesia(FP)  FP will be used to reference French Polynesia 



Safety Data Sheet (SDS) previously known as Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)– if 
under normal conditions of use, [the] product could result in a hazardous exposure 
situation for downstream employees who will be working with or otherwise handling that 
product then a SDS is required.  For example paint, batteries, oil, etc.  Some shippers will 
charge up to $35 for each SDS that is not provided to them.  
 

Duty requirements for French Polynesia 
 

9-19 According to Matthieu at Pakakota Yacht Services(PYS).  
 
If you order & ship as a “Yacht in Transit” you are required to use a CB at the cost of app 
15,000xpf.  You will not be required to pay duty(tax).   
 
Have you shipped items labeled as “Yacht in Transit” and did not to use an agent?  
Please let me know. 
 
Tax / Duty   
 
Total amount includes cost of item + shipping + tax 
 
If you order & ship without using “Yacht in Transit” you can bring in goods less than 
20,000xpf without any tax. 
 
>20.000xpf to <50.000xpf =  (20% for EU / 30% rest of the world).  You are taxed accordingly 
based on the total amount. 
 
> 50.000xpf => need to go thru custom broker (around 45% of value). 
 
FP Customs information translates well using Google 
http://www.polynesie-francaise.pref.gouv.fr/Douanes/Section-Particuliers/Questions-
frequentes?fbclid=IwAR25wesnMGlDJcgShTaTGD0Duy1K97yUj-
303jssZey5WZxkOXeMmDJiwbo 

 
Shipping by Air Freight using an Agent(Custom Broker) 

 
Gondrand 

(SV Jacaranda)We shipped in a battery charger a few years ago and it was very easy.  
The cost of shipping by airfreight and the use of a CB (Gondrand) cost as much as the 
battery charger. But the charger arrived on the early morning flight 4 days after ordering 
and I had it in hand by noon! Cost of the agent was app 12,000xpf (2018).   
Gondrand was great and will use them again. 
 
The following steps were used 

1. Contacted Michele at Gondrand in Papeete by email to obtain correct shipping 
address.  

2. Provide Gondrand copy of passport, ships documentation & check in document.   



3. Purchased the part from Defender Marine addressing to myself c/o Gondrand in 
Papeete. 

4. Gondrand said any shipping company will work for them. Fed ex, DHL, UPS, etc 
5. Once shipped by Defender I provided Gondrand the shipping information (Fed Ex 

tracking number). 
6. Suppled Gondrand with my CC information. 
7. Tracked on the internet so I could see it arrived and was in customs. 
8. Was informed by Gondrand that the charger was out of customs(2 hours in 

customs) and ready to be picked up at his office city center Papeete. 
9. If you are in the outer islands Gondrand can process the paperwork and either ship 

to you via local air or by local sea transport.   
……………. End SV Jacaranda comments …………………… 

 
(SV Kiapa Nui) Imported a number of items including a dinghy and OB.  
Both the US side and FP side were coordinated via Gondrand.   
……………. End SV Kiapa Nui comments …………………… 
 
There are a number of custom brokers in Tahiti in addition to Gondrand. See CB below. 
 

SIFA USA & Tahiti Nui Logistics 
(SV Shiraz) You asked about shipping to FP.  We air freighted an electric bicycle a year 
ago. (Oct 2018).  Used Air Tahiti Nui and the process could not have been simpler, 
except for actually locating the office at the Faa’a airport.  It was just expensive.  They do 
sea freight as well but the quote was higher 
  
The USA freight forwarders (see Freight Forwarders) are SIFA USA who did all the 
paperwork.  The freight service was Tahiti Nui Logistics (see FP Customs agents) They 
are both part of the www.sifatransit.com group.  I just sent the boxed ebike to SIFA at 
LAX using DHL.  Then, 1 week later, I went to the airport at Faa’a and collected the 
bicycle. Tahiti Nui Logistics cleared the customs. 
  
Of note.  Bicycle is zero rated for FP tax as sports equipment. 
  
If you want to make life easy, then SIFA and Tahiti Nui Logistics air freight is definitely 
an option. 
--------------End SV Shiraz Comment -------------------- 
 

Polynesia Yacht Services 
(SV Amelie) We first used Polynesia Yacht Services when Oyster retained him as yacht 
agent for the 2013/4 Oyster World Rally. We contacted him, again, when in Mexico 
before departing for Nuka Hiva last Spring 2018 
 
We’ve had occasion to import spares, new sails & a new generator over the past 18 
months, each time PYS have sorted clearance at Customs and delivery to Marina Taina 
within 24 hours of goods arriving in Papeete Airport. 
--------------End SV Amelie Comment -------------------- 



 
 
(SV Hedonism) When I brought a laptop in last year I was charged duty. I forget the rate 
but it was very high, maybe 50%? If I ever needed a new laptop or something similar I 
would now jump on French Bee and fly to SFO, buy the computer, overnight and then fly 
back. It would have been about the same price if not cheaper. Note: Bob used Fed ex and 
the Fed ex agent in Tahiti. 
-------------------End comments SV Hedonism ----------------- 

 
Fed Ex 

 (SV Airborne) FedEx was hit and miss.  One time they would not delivery to the Papeete 
Marina, and asked that we come into the Office as there were charges applied to the 
shipment.  They took our VISA number but did not tell us what the charge would be, 
several days later we got docs showing two taxes, but never got an explanation of what 
they were for.  This was Yacht in Transit, but they said the goods did not meet the 
standard for that classification.  The cost of the tax was not worth the effort to go back 
and forth with them.  Another time with $0 value package, they delivered it directly to 
our boat, no issues what so ever, and this was Yacht in Transit. 
-------------------End comments SV Airborne ----------------- 
 

 
Shipping by Air without a Agent(Custom Broker) 

 
If it is less than 20,000xpf total(see definition above) then just provide shipping 
address(marina, etc.) upon purchase.  DO NOT PUT YACHT IN TRANSIT on the 
invoice. 
 
(SV Mary Ann) I bring more and more items in via Ali Express (Alibaba subsidiary), at 
costs of between 20% and 50% of local cost (including freight). Out of maybe 30 orders 
so far, I had only one bad experience, and got a refund from Ali. As long as the value is 
below 20,000 XPF, customs doesn't get involved. It takes usually 30 to 50 days to arrive. 
For urgent orders, I get Ali to send via DHL, Fedex, or registered Singapore Post. Gets 
here within a week. One example: a box full of heat shrinks (about 300 in number, 
different sizes: see at Ace for 2500 XPF, bought from Ali (exactly the same item) at 
2.99$ delivered. 
 
https://www.aliexpress.com 
(Similar to Amazon.com) 
 
Ali Express is a sub of Alibaba. It is indeed a similar set up, but Ali only acts as an 
intermediate between the supplier (hundreds of thousands all over the wold - many in 
China of course). 
 
Ali hosts the offers from the suppliers. The buyer places the order within the Ali site. This 
order goes to the supplier, once the order is placed the money is paid to Ali, who holds it 
in escrow until receipt of the goods. Upon receipt, the buyer either is satisfied and 



confirms it to Ali (who the pays the supplier), or opens a claim. This can be because the 
product is no good, or the order has been delayed beyond the original commitment (this 
can be extended by mutual agreement between buyer and seller).  Woks very well. 
 
Go to Aliexpress.com  Click "join" on top left tab. This allows you to register your 
shipping address, as well as (if you wish) your payment  method. 
-----------------End comments from SV Mary Ann ------------------------ 
 
 
(SV Suricat)   I use ALIEXPRESS and ALIBABA a lot to purchase items for the boat. 
-----------------End comments from SV Suricat------------------------ 

 
SVB 

(SV Sailmore) As you might know, SVB from Germany (www.svb24.com) and/or 
qww.svb.de) have a very large stock of boat parts. If they don't have a particular part 
available online, it's worth asking them. In most cases they can supply it. And they do 
ship for 25 euros to anywhere in French Polynesia, up to 32kg!  

We urgently needed a Lewmar gear control unit and a  cable. We ordered it online, paid 
by credit card and gave a "Poste Restante" address on Tahiti. We used the big post office 
in Faa'a as address. Address as follows (and as published on OPT website): 

Agence OPT de Faa'a 
Your first name and Name 
Poste Restante 
98702 Faa'a 
Tahiti 
French Polynesia 

SVB sends parcel by DHL (not DHL Express). DHL is the normal German post service. 
To track the parcel, you have to use dhl.de. On dhl.com you won't be able to track the 
parcel.  

After exactly one week the parcel arrived in Tahiti. It then took 5 working days till we 
were able to pick the parcel up at Faa'a post office. However, once arrived in 
Tahiti/French Polynesia, it is important to then track the parcel not on dhl.de anymore but 
on opt.pf. On dhl.de tracking it will say "not able to deliver parcel"... but on opt.pf you 
can see its actual status. 

So we got our parcel exactly 2 weeks after ordering. We had to pay about 25% tax. But 
considered the easy way and the fact that we didn't have to pay German VAT (19%), this 
was ok. 

According to SV Pitufa, Poste Restante "only works fine" on the outer islands. They once 
had something sent to the OPT agence in Punaauina. They had to wait for about 1 month 
till they could pick up a red paper with which they had to go to the OPT main post office 



on the motu in Papeete. It could well be that the very small post office in Panuaauina 
does not handle poste restante parcels. Faa'a post office is huge and has plenty of space 
for parcel handling. That might be the trick. 

That's the update about our experience having send boat parts from Germany to Tahiti. ---
---------End Comments from SV Sailmore ----------------- 

(SV Recalada) The toilet we ordered from SVB for 100$ for a knock off Jabsco plus 
ridiculous low shipping of approx. $26 to FP arrived at OPT(post office) where they held 
it for over a month before returning. Leaving to look at new boat put everything else in a 
snafu. 
And get this...... 
I went to OPT to enquire when we returned and they had returned it two days before. 
Figured that was my loss. 
But no.... 
A month later I get a credit on my Visa for full amount after toilet returned to them. 
F$&kin amazing. Imagine the cost! 
So there you go.  
SVB rocks!!!! 
SVB fulfilled their end of the sale and beyond. 
-----------------End comments from SV Recalada ----------------------- 
 
(SV Suricat)   From Europe, we(AVP) have a deal (discount) with svb-marine.com, and 
they provide DHL EXPRESS shipping for only 25 Euros till 32Kg. Check on the AVP 
website, everything is explained. https://voiliers.asso.pf/svb-marine/ and 
on https://voiliers.asso.pf/nos-partenaires/  see note below concerning AVP 
-----------------End comments from SV Suricat ------------------------ 
 
(SV Rumpus) We wanted to ship a carbon fiber spinnaker pole from New Zealand to 
Raiatea in two pieces app 2m each.  It was impossible to arrange.  Eventually I just flew 
NZ to Raiatea with it in my luggage.  Waltzed thru customs with a brief explanation: 
“c’est un tangon en deux pieces” and paid a small surcharge to fly from Papeete to 
Raiatea. 
-----------------End comments from SV Rumpus ------------------------ 
 

US Postal Service 
(SV Spirit of Argo) Has been ordering parts from the US and having them shipped to the 
Tuamotus with great success. Can’t see why this won’t work to Papeete as well. See their 
input below 
 
US POSTAL SERVICE TO TUAMOTUS 
 
We were very pleased with the economical and prompt service we received from the US 
Postal Service PRIORITY EXPRESS to the Tuamotus.  The express service is a little 
more expensive, but means your parcel travels by plane rather than supply ship. 
 



Both our rush parcels we forwarded by cruising friends in the US.   
Both parcels were valued, and a receipt provided, at just under $200. 
Neither parcel was insured. 
Delivery address the local village post office. 
Parcels addressed: Name (personal name, do not put boat name) 
Poste Restante  
Postal code of the post office (available on line) 
Town name 
Atoll name 
 
PARCEL 1 
A SSB tuner.  Receipt provided with a value of $180.  Friend, staying in a Marina in 
Florida, forwarded the parcel to us via US postal service PRIORITY 
EXPRESS.  Delivery cost $100. 
Tracking: Florida> Tahiti> Customs for 3 days> Otepa, Hao Post Office 
Total deliver time: 11 days 
 
PARCEL 2 
Toilet parts. Recept included for $184.  A sailor friend in Colorado forwarded it for us, 
again US postal service PRIORITY EXPRESS.  Delivery cost $80 
Tracking: Colorado> Hawaii> San Francisco> Tahiti> Customs> Tahiti airport (stuck 
waiting for room on plane for 5 days)> Rotoava, Fakarava Post Office 
Total delivery time: 12 days 
 
In both instances the parcels were opened and checked at customs.  No import duty was 
requested at the Post Office. Passport ID is required, along with your parcel number, to 
pick up your parcel. Parcels will be held by the Post Office for 14 days.  Then returned to 
sender as undelivered. 
 
For items under $200, that you need promptly, this is a great way to get them into the 
country fast. 
 
Tracking number assigned by USPS follows the package to the destination PO. 
-----------------End comments from SV Spirit of Argo  ----------------------- 
 
AVP French Polynesia Yachting  
Discounted Purchases & Shipping by joining the AVP French Polynesia Yachting 
Association(http://voiliers.asso.pf/)  you can obtain discounts from numerous vendors 
including SVB and discounted shipping from (www.svb24.com).   Shipping cost 25 
Euros for anything up to 32kgs. Membership in the AVP is very reasonable and quickly 
recouped after a couple purchases. Plus your membership costs go to a very worthy cause 
that is involved helping not only the local French sailing community but international 
sailors in FP 

 
 

 



Shipping by Sea 
 
My comments below are based on first hand discussion with vessels importing from the 
US but can be used as a general guideline and applied to any country. 
 
FF = Freight Forwarder   
CB = Customs Broker   
SDS = Safety Data Sheet or Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 
 
Shipping items via sea requires the use of a FF on the US side and a CB on the FP side.  
There are a number of agents on both sides that deal with freight being sent by sea.  Heck 
98% of the freight coming to FP comes by sea! 
 
FF in the US usually has a preferred CB they work with in FP.  In some cases the agent in 
FP can organize everything from FP by providing you their POC in the the US or EU and 
then coordinating with them.  They also are on the ground here in FP so can facilitate 
offloading and clearing customs. This is helpful but not necessary to make the process 
work.   
 
Some custom brokers work closely with a preferred FF in the US.  If you have a CB in 
Tahiti you want to use then ask them who their preferred FF is in the US.  And vis versa 
if you have a preferred FF in the US ask them who they use for a customs broker in 
Tahiti.  
 
The following can be applied to a NZ, Australian or European shipment just substitute 
“US” for country of choice. 
 

1. If you are using a CB in FP contact them to obtain POC for the FF they use. 
 

2. Contact the FF in the US by email or phone. (see list of FF below)  The FF will 
provide you with address information to their facility in addition a shipping id 
number.  Each item shipped to them must be addressed exactly as they state and 
the identification number MUST be on every item shipped to them. 

 
3. Ask the US FF what is the name of the CB they use in FP. Ask them if their CB 

in FP processes “Yacht in Transit”.  You may need to get Tahiti Crew involved. 
 

4. When all your packages that you wish to be sent to FP arrive at the FF facility in 
the US then contact them and they will arrange to have your items placed on the 
next ship coming to Papeete. They will provide arrival information, etc. 

 
5. Once the ship arrives in FP then the onsite FP agent(CB) takes care of all arrival 

and customs duties.  Beware – NOT all FP agents(CB) will process Yacht in 
Transit.   

 
 



Safety Data Sheets (SDS)  
 
Note:  Shippers require  SDS or MSDS  when ordering items that are considered 
hazardous. Make sure you include this paperwork to the FF.    
 
(SV Hedonism) Bob write - The only "new" thing I just discovered is that DGX wants 
you to forward the SDS sheets for any Dangerous Goods that you are shipping.  I missed 
a couple thinking that they would be included in the shipment to their facility. They are 
now charging $35 flat fee to search and get the documents. 
 
Pretty easy to Google the SDS yourself when you order and then download and forward 
it to them via email as you order. 

……………. End SV Hedonism comments …………………… 
 
 
(SV Airborne) V2 9-2019   
There are some sites for MSDS/SDS searches, but they all seem to require a monthly 
payment and are more for retailers.  I just did a search using 
“SDS productname ”…   You need to be careful to find the right product when doing 
this, as there are different SDS sheets depending on what color the bottom paint is, or 
whether the product comes as an aerosol or liquid, so make sure the product number 
matches the SDS code completely…  The MSDS and SDS are the same thing…  It all 
used to be MSDS and then they shortened it to SDS (Safety Data Sheets vs Materials 
Safety Data Sheets).   Sometimes the search gives a strange result, for instance in 
searching for Mclube Sailkote, it came back with a Harken site with winch stuff, but at 
the bottom of the list was the Mclube (never knew it was a Harken product)….  Each 
product SDS runs from about 6-12 pages.  They are all in PDF format. 

……………. End SV Airborne comments …………………… 
 

Insurance 
SV Airborne - Insurance needs to be part of the discussion with the FF.  It’s up to you 
request insurance. DGX will arrange for comprehensive marine insurance, but you need 
to ask...  ours cost 0.85% of the value on the invoices...  in our case, $16,000 cost $13. 

 
Pallet Packing 

SV Airborne - Another thing to keep in mind is that if you have a large shipment, that 
you should track what is fragile and what can handle a load on top of it...  I gave DGX a 
list of what should be on the top of the pallet vs what can go at the bottom 
 
  From Start to Finish Shipping Large Order to FP 
SV Airborne – 12-2019 
We had ordered about $16,000 worth of goods over 3 months (Aug/Sept/Oct), mostly 
pumps, cleaners, bottom paint, Sailrite stuff, holding tank supplies, zincs, a lot of repair 
items, and generally things we need as backups for the next 12 months.  We had 
everything shipped to DGX forwarders in Los Angeles who then shipped it all to Papeete 
as “Yacht in Transit”. You need to track all the invoices and provide all the Safety Data 



Sheets (SDS) for any HazMat you are shipping, to DGX.  In addition DGX would like all 
the IMO data, but will do it for about $35. 
  
We had 116 pages of SDS information and 56 pages of invoices (most with dates of when 
they were delivered to DGX and the company that delivered them).  This is not a trivial 
amount of work. We also gave DGX a list of items we deemed as more fragile and should 
be placed where they would not be crushed.  We also told them that everything needed to 
be shipped at one time, and if that was not possible then the total shipment should be 
delayed until it could ship that way.  You do not want to go through the brokers twice in 
Papeete, as it is not a simple incremental charge. 
  
When ordering from various vendors we noticed some where charging California sales 
tax of 10%, even though the tax rate was 6% with other charges depending where in the 
state you are. DGX told us that no vendors should be charging us tax as the shipment was 
leaving the country and DGX was exempt from any sales tax for exports.  However 
Sailrite would not honour that and neither did Defender, so be aware.  DGX would like to 
have the Commercial Invoice, but we found that almost no vendors are capable of this, 
and the ones who are, want to charge extra.  In the end I just copied the invoices into jpg 
format using the Snip It screen tool and inserted them into a Word doc and DGX were 
fine with it.  I also cross indexed the SDS document to the Invoice document for DGX. 
  
Also make sure to ask what is insured while on the ship.  In the end we purchased 
comprehensive shipping insurance through DGX for $135.  Note that DGX charges by 
the cubic meter and fractions of meters… $158 per cubic meter… they do not look at 
weight. 
  
DGX costs were as follows for a total volume of 2.365 cubic meters and a weight of 
520.729 KG: 
Freight $319.28 
Emission Control Area $2.37 
Emergency Fuel Adjustment Factor $7.10 
Export CFS Receiving Fee $23.65 
Pier Pass Fee - LCL $11.83 
Origin Terminal Handling $9.46 
Origin Documentation Fee $10.00 
Hazardous / Dangerous Goods Surcharge $200.00 
IMO Creation Fee $35.00 
Marine Insurance 135.00 
Total  $753.69 
  
We used Gondrand to import our shipment into Papeete because they had a good review 
and they quickly gave us a total breakout of our costs minus any import 
duties.  Everything with Gondrand ran well.  They are very professional.  However when 
the freight arrived we found that DGX had left one item back in LA.   They shipped it on 
the next boat, but Gondrand charged us for a second shipment.  
  



The cost was from Gondrand.   
Shipment 1   83,876 F which was 90% of the total volume and weight of both shipments 
Shipment 2   28,369 F(which was a roll of sun screen fabric 2.5m x 10cm). 
Total  112,245 F 
  
So the difference in cost did not seem proportional in weight/volume/purchase cost.  Note 
that this price included delivery to Marina Taina and the driver helped with the 
unloading. 
  
As far as I can tell from the invoices, there were no import duties that were applied.  The 
only taxable items were for services in Papeete and they were 7,148 F for Shipment 1 and 
1,924 F for Shipment 2.  And it did not look like any boxes had been opened for 
inspection in Shipment 1, but I believe that Shipment 2 had been opened as it arrived in a 
plastic sleeve without a box, but was in excellent shape.  We have gone through almost 
everything that could be damaged and so far we have found nothing broken. 
  
With respect to time to clear customs, Shipment 1 took two days, and Shipment 2 took 
one day. 
……………. End SV Airborne comments ……………. 
 

Freight Forwarders 
 

Vanguard Logistics Services (See FF contacts below). 
(SV Maluhia) 2017-They were excellent, right on top of everything, and answered all 
questions immediately. There is a ship that leaves LA every two weeks and takes approx 
10 days to arrive. 
 
 You start by writing an email expressing your desire to ship to Tahiti. You get an 
account setup with Lala ( yup, real name) and let them know approx. how many packages 
will be sent. He sends you a Ref.booking number that MUST be plainly visible on all 
packages received. Ours was LAX/PPE/B06686. We simply put that on the first line of 
the address for all our orders. All orders ship to the address below for Vanguard. If you 
have hazardous material, make sure the original shipper knows it will be freight 
forwarded and to include the paperwork. 
 
When a package is received, they send an email with a dock receipt so you know it 
arrived. You can also drop off, in person, any packages you'd like sent. 
When all your items have been received, Lala confirms you have nothing more to add, 
then sends a final confirmation of the items and their size and weight.They will hold 
packages for one month. There is usually a close out date for each ship departure. If you 
miss it, it will go on the next ship. They give you lot's of warning so no surprises on when 
a ship is sailing. Vanguard does all the paperwork and loading. They will then send you 
an email with a bill of lading. The price is $160 per cubic meter and 1000 kg.  
 
We shipped $5218 worth of stuff weighing 356 kg and 1.88 cu meter for $301. There are 
some other small administrative fees bringing the total to $348. We shipped 4 batteries, 2 



bikes, a hatch, lots of rigging, an anchor, paint and such. We paid Vanguard by credit 
card. 
 
About a week before the ship arrived we received a call from Tahiti Transit which is the 
freight forwarder for Vanguard. They will not process the shipment for yacht in transit. 
We called Tahiti Crew to coordinate a broker to handle the process. They coordinated 
with Poly Trans. Poly Trans would not deal with us directly. Some items are still taxed 
and do not qualify for yacht in transit. Still most items are duty free.  The broker's fees 
were approx. $600 which includes their service, any taxes, and delivery to the marina.  
 
All in all, for us, it's worth it just on the batteries and rigging alone.  
……………. End SV Maluhia comments ……………. 
 
Jacaranda contacted Vanguard 9-19 regarding Yacht in Transit - Reply to my email:  
From Lala “Also it still stands that our office in Tahiti is no longer offering the service 
for Vessel in Transit. We can consignee your shipment to Bollore Logistics or to any 
Agent in Tahiti on your behalf, but they will still have to clear the cargo from my 
Office.” 
 
(SV Mabruka) I did 3 shipments all thru Bollore in FP.  2 items sent by sea using 
Vanguard in the US and one via air.  I had no issues with Bollore and no hassles on any 
of the items imported. 
…………….End SV  Mabruka  comments ……………………. 
 
(MV Duet) - We shipped a square meter crate full of parts from LA to Tahiti, 
using Vanguard Logistics. The crate was consolidated by them, we had stuff shipped 
from all over to them in LA and they bundled it all up.  Everything arrived in one piece 
;)   They have several vessels that make the trip regularly, so we knew when everything 
was arriving.   
 
Tahiti Crew handled the customs side, everything came in duty free, but of course there 
are agent fees. The only surprise was the cost of the forklift to unload it in Papeete ;)  We 
were pleased with how it went, given what we were trying to do ;)  There was a lot of 
paperwork, mainly at the US end, but the folks at Vanguard are used to it and coordinated 
it well.  We also shipped batteries from Florida, our battery supplier also used 
Vanguard.  It went just fine.  
………………. End MV Duet comments  ………………………. 

 
 

Dependable Global Express (DGX) (See FF contact info below) 
 (SV Hedonism) I do indeed have a shipment that just sailed but have not received the 
final paperwork as of yet.  I got the name of  “DGX” FF from Russ on Uproar and used 
them back in March as well.  I was pleased with their service so I am using them again.   
 
For receiving the shipment I just turned it over to Tahiti Crew to use their CB and take 
delivery for me. It was pretty seamless and they actually had their driver drop it off to me 



at Papeete Marina for an extra $20. (cash to the driver) I forget the brokerage fees but 
they were reasonable I thought. 
 
(Russ from Uproar mentioned that DGX uses the CB Poly Trans in Papeete) 
 
That order included 6 gallons of bottom paint, speed prop, 4 gallons of Barnacle Buster, a 
new water maker AC motor (I'm upgrading), pumps, and a bunch of other stuff. Vendors 
included Defender, Jamestown Distributors, Amazon to name a few. Each shipment went 
to the Consolidator with my personal "shipment number" everywhere. (paperwork, on the 
outside of the box and so on) The Consolidator was reasonable and there was a flat rated 
$125.00 fee for Dangerous Goods.  The weight of my shipment was 273 pounds and the 
shipping cost (less broker in Tahiti) was only $155 not including the DR fee.  
 
All in all, some of the items were quite heavy but they charge by the cubic meter so it 
was quite cheap.   
 
Reyna's (DGX) contact information is below including email, which is the only way I 
have ever used.  Never had the need to call. 
……………. End SV Hedonism comments ……………. 
 

Gondrand (See CB contact info below) 
(SV Kiapa Nui) Imported lithium batteries,  chain,  liferaft.  
Both the US side and FP side coordinated via Gondrand.     
……………. End SV Kiapa Nui comments …………………… 

 
Freight Forwarders in the US 

 
Dependable Global Express (DGX) 
Reyna Tausinga  |  Customer Service Agent  | 
https://www.dgxglobal.com/         
https://www.dhx.com         

19201 Susana Rd | Rancho Dominguez | CA | 90221 
Office: (310) 537-2000 x1237 |  Toll Free: (888) 48-4888 x1237 
Email: Reyna.Tausinga@DGXGlobal.com 
 
 
 
 
Vanguard Logistics Services (USA), inc. 
LALA FARAIMO JR. 
South Pacific Islands Supervisor 
Direct: (310) 604-2699 Fax: (310) 847-8008 
2665 E Del Amo Blvd Rancho Dominguez CA 90221 
Email: lala.faraimo@vanguardlogistics.com 



9-19 Warning received an email from LaLa saying that Vanguard does not ship Duty 
Free to FP any longer. 
 
 
SIFA USA  
https://sifalogistics.com/sifa-usa/?lang=en 
SIFA Los Angeles 
sifa-losangeles@sifa-usa.com   
310 216 9387 
 
SIFA Miami 
us-miami-contact@sifa-usa.com  
786 347 8987 / 8986 

 
Tahiti Transit 
Immeuble LE BIHAN - E1 - 1er étage 
Pīra'e 
40 54 46 46 
(Have been told they will not process duty free) 
 
APX Freight Forwarder – (SV Uproar) You might mention that we had a very bad 
experience with APX in Florida. They lost our batteries and we never recovered the 
insurance payment that they promised.  

 
Custom Brokers in French Polynesia 

 
Bolloré Logistics Polynésie 
Jean-Pierre COMBESCURE 
Immeuble EPPV Fare Ute 
98 713 Papeete 
Tahiti:PolynésieFrançaise 
Tél. :(+689) 40 54 84 70  
Mob.: (+689)87280715 
Mail : emilie@amatransit.pf 
 
Gondrand Transit & Voyages 
Michele Lichon 
douane.1ppt@gondrand.pf 
Laurent BAUDIT 
Gondrand Transit & Voyages 
BP 475 – 98713 Papeete 
Tel 40 54 31 58 
Commercial-exploitation.ppt@gondrand.pf 
Direction.ppt@gondrand.pf 
Located next to McDonalds Papeete city center 
 



Tahiti Nui Logistics  
 40 54 30 54, 
Located Faa’a Airport Tahiti  
tnl@sifapacific.com) 
 
Poly Trans 
40 54 94 94 
Faa’a, Papeete   
 
Phoenix International  
( Puea Pahonu Building - FARE UTE (opposite Intersport) - Tel:  (689) 40 500 172 -
 lmanutea@phoenixtahiti.pf Groupage, Sea and Air Freight, Import, Customs Clearance 
 
Polynesia Yacht Services(not a customs broker but coordinates with local CB) 
Laurent Bernaert  
 +689 87 77 12 30 
polynesia.yacht.services@gmail.com 
 
Tahiti Crew (not a customs broker but coordinates with local CB) 
Marina Taina, Papeete 87215980 
Tehani tehani@tahiticrew.com 
 
Tahiti Crew is not a customs broker but acts as a facilitator working closely with local 
CB.  As Bob from SV Hedonism & Nancy from Duet mentioned above they used Tahiti 
Crew to coordinate the FP side and were very pleased and will do so again.   
 
AVP French Yachting Association also has a deal for members with a local forwarder : 
Phoenix International  https://voiliers.asso.pf/nos-partenaires/  Discount and prices 
provided on the AVP site  
 

Final Thoughts 
 Please remember that FP does not run on the same work schedule as the US or EU.  
Island time means that things just happen when they happen.  Go with the flow –  
A number of shipping vendors now refuse to deal with yachties direct.  In some cases 
they now refuse to process “yachts in transit” due to the numerous problems or hassles 
they received from these yachts.  It’s the same case with a number of vendors in Tahiti 
refusing to deal directly with the yachts and require an agent to guarantee payment.    
 
Keep in mind those yachts coming behind you and leave a clean wake.  
 
This document is only as good as the updates we receive from you.   
If you have imported goods into FP we would like to hear your experiences. 
 
We hope this document will be of help when trying to work out shipping to FP.    
 
Safe sailing. 



 
Chuck & Linda 
Jacaranda 
chuckhoulihan (at) gmail dot com 
https://www.jacarandajourney.com 
 
Special thanks to the following for suggestions and comments regarding shipping items 
to French Polynesia:  
 
SV Airborne 
SV Amelie 
MV Duet 
SV Hedonism 
SV Kiapa Nui 
SV Mabruka 
SV Maluhia   
SV Mary Ann 
SV Recalada 
SV Sail More 
SV Shiraz 
SV Spirit of Argo 
SV Suricat 
SV Uproar 
Pakakota Yacht Services, Fakarava 


